On a simple recursive control algorithm automated and applied to an electrochemical experiment.
We review a simple recursive proportional feedback (RPF) control strategy for stabilizing unstable periodic orbits found in chaotic attractors. The method is generally applicable to high-dimensional systems and stabilizes periodic orbits even if they are completely unstable, i.e., have no stable manifolds. The goal of the control scheme is the fixed point itself rather than a stable manifold and the controlled system reaches the fixed point in d+1 steps, where d is the dimension of the state space of the Poincare map. We provide a geometrical interpretation of the control method based on an extended phase space. Controllability conditions or special symmetries that limit the possibility of using a single control parameter to control multiply unstable periodic orbits are discussed. An automated adaptive learning algorithm is described for the application of the control method to an experimental system with no previous knowledge about its dynamics. The automated control system is used to stabilize a period-one orbit in an experimental system involving electrodissolution of copper. (c) 1997 American Institute of Physics.